
 

MARSEILLE BORELY - 05 April 

Race 1 

1. ELBASANI - Unraced colt by English Channel for top stable. One to note. 

2. SAGE DREAM - Oasis Dream colt making his first start. Others make more appeal 

on paper. 

3. GRECIAN WARRIOR - Unraced Anodin gelding. Market check advised. 

4. FRAUENFELD - Elusive City debutant for Frederic Rossi. Keep in mind if getting a 

market push. 

5. RAJCOUN - First-time starter for the son of Rajsaman. Could could well. 

6. KEAT - Pedro The Great gelding making his first start. Others preferred. 

7. RONCHEROLLES - Unraced daughter of leading sire Rajsaman. In the mix. 

8. JAS HENNESSY - Air Chief Marshal filly making her first start. Keep on side if 

strong in the market. 

9. VILLANELLE - Unraced Kingman filly. Profiles well so worth considering. 

10. LOUVE SAPHIR - Filly by The Last Lion making her debut. Not discounted. 

11. CARRINE CARRINA - Unraced Wootton Bassett filly. Respect any market move. 

12. ELUSIVE NELSON - Mount Nelson debutante. Market check advised. 

13. BLIND DATE - Dabirsim filly making her first start. Thereabouts if strong in the 

market. 

Summary 

A three-year-old maiden for newcomers. VILLANELLE (9) is a Kingman filly making 

her debut. She profiles well on paper and could go well especially if strong in the 

market. Favourable chance. BLIND DATE (13) is a daughter of Dabirsim making her 

first start. Thereabouts if strong in the market. ELBASANI (1) is a colt by English 

Channel for a top stable. One to note. CARRINE CARRINA (11) warrants respect as 

a Wootton Bassett filly. Respect any market move. 



Selections 

VILLANELLE (9) - BLIND DATE (13) - ELBASANI (1) - CARRINE CARRINA (11) 



Race 2 

1. ONEONECHOP - Two placings from previous three outings in claiming company. 

More needed. 

2. PRETTY SUZIE - Down the field in a 1500m Cagnes-sur-Mer claimer on very heavy 

ground latest. Others make more appeal. 

3. RECUERDAME - Down the field in previous two previous handicaps on the AW. 

Could fare better back on turf. 

4. MIDRAND - Runner up in a Marseille Vivaux maiden over 1500m last month. Place 

chance. 

5. MEVALIK - 1.25L third in a similar handicap prior to a below par run on the AW. 

Suitable target. 

6. CHARLINETTA - Two placings from nine maiden starts to date. Others have 

achieved more. 

7. FOREVER CLEMENTINE - Scored in a 1500m Cagnes-sur-Mer claimer prior to two 

below par efforts. Others make more appeal. 

8. BENI KHIAR - Unplaced in six career starts. Looking elsewhere. 

9. BOBBY - Not threatened in two handicaps but could have more to offer returning 

to this distance. Frame chance. 

10. TOUTELUSIVE - Yet to place in four outings. Handicap debut. 

11. AMANDERO - 4.75L ninth in a Lyon-la-Soie maiden over 2150m. Could improve 

eased in trip on handicap debut. 

12. OTELLO - Beaten a long way in a Hyeres maiden second up. Opposed. 

 

Summary 

MEVALIK (5) finished 1.25L third in a similar handicap prior to a below par effort on 

the AW. Capable of rediscovering form returning to turf. Key player. MIDRAND (4) 

delivered a runner up effort in a Marseille Vivaux maiden over 1500m. Looks capable 

of improving on second attempt in a handicap. RECUERDAME (3) is one to note 

returning to turf after two below par AW attempts. Keep on side. A placing is within 

reach for BOBBY (9) revisiting this distance. 



Selections 

MEVALIK (5) - MIDRAND (4) - RECUERDAME (3) - BOBBY (9) 


